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A LEGENDARY
FRUIT
Think of a huge mandarin, easy to peel and
seedless, with firm flesh that melts in the
mouth, an intense sweetness balanced by
refreshing acidity, and a complex, lingering
mandarin orange aroma. I’ve tasted more
than 1,000 varieties of citrus, and to me
[it’s] the most delicious.
– David Karp, Los Angeles Times

HISTORY
BORN IN JAPAN, RAISED IN CALIFORNIA
This rare seedless variety was
originally cultivated in in the
1970’s by a citrus grower from
Kumamoto Prefecture in Japan
who set out to develop the
ultimate citrus.
He combined the best of easyto-peel Japanese varieties with
big, juicy sweet oranges from
California.

Over many years, his hard work
and the variety became
the most prized fruit in Japan
and Korea.
Seedlings of the fruit wer
imported into the US in 1998,
but because Sumo Citrus is
one of the most challenging
varieties to grow, it wasn’t until
2011 that they became available
to the public.

THERE’S ONLY ONE
SUMO CITRUS, HERE’S WHY:

INCREDIBLE
SWEETNESS

ENORMOUS

EASY-TO
-PEEL

NO MESS

SEEDLESS

CALL IT

NAMING
• Sumo Citrus is a hybrid
derived from Pomelo,
Navel, and Mandarin.
• The variety was dubbed
‘dekopon’ in Japan
in reference to its
distinctive top knot. In
Korea, it is referred to as
‘hallabong.’

SUMO CITRUS
• However, not every
dekopon is a Sumo
Citrus, only those
meeting our specific size
and taste standards.

NOT

ORANGE
SUMO
SUMO ORANGE
SUMO MANDARIN

“

Seeing how loved
this variety is in other
countries, I’m excited
to now grow it in
California for everyone
here to nally enjoy.
– Seth Wollenman,
Sumo Citrus Grower

”

THE FARMS
Nearly all North American Sumo Citrus
is grown in a 60-mile area in California’s
Central Valley, and are located within an
hour of the packing facility, the only
facility in California capable of handling the
exceptionally delicate Sumo Citrus.

THE FARMS
GREAT THINGS REQUIRE GREAT EFFORT
SMALL, DEDICATED
GROWERS

HIGH STANDARDS/
TESTING

PACKING &
STORING

Only expert citrus
growers are able to
cultivate Sumo Citrus,
mostly in small-acreage
farms in California
that have been in
operation for generations.
These family farms
maintain the highest
growing standards
possible.

Not every fruit can be
considered a Sumo
Citrus, only fruit that
measures up in size and
taste. Farmers have to
consistently walk their
elds and determine
which pieces of fruit are
good enough to be called
Sumo Citrus.

Every single piece of
Sumo Citrus® grown in
North America is gently
cleaned and handpacked and stored in our
legacy packing facility.
Each Sumo Citrus is
consistency tested on
the Brix meter to ensure
maximum sweetness.

WHAT’S THE BRIX METER?
Citrus taste is technically measured in terms
of degrees Brix, Titratable Acid (“TA”), and the
Brix-to-acid ratio. Brix and TA measure the sugar
content and acidity, respectively, of a liquid
solution. Sumo Citrus has a very high sugar to
acid ratio, providing an incredible sweetness.

THE FARMS
SUMO CITRUS IS THE WORLD’S MOST
PAMPERED FRUIT
• Nearly all North American
Sumo Citrus is grown
in a 60-mile area in
California’s Central Valley
• Trees are hand-pruned
for more sunlight
• Ripened on the tree
• Each fruit is hand-picked

• Harvested in small totes
instead of big bins
• Floated into the line to
prevent bruising
• Hand-packed into each
crate
• Transported in air ride
trailers

Ja n

AVAILABILITY
Sumo Citrus’ limited
availability makes it a
highly sought after fruit.
Fans get excited about
Sumo Citrus season
every year.

Apri l

SUMO CITRUS HAS A VERY LIMITED SEASON:
FROM JANUARY THROUGH APRIL

Sumo Season
Gr owing Season

DID YOU KNOW?
• Sumo Citrus is technically
a mandarin hybrid
• The name comes from
its Japanese origins

• Sumo Citrus has bumpy skin.
This has to do with when the
fruit set on the tree. This is
purely cosmetic

• Sumo Citrus is NOT
an orange!

• Small Top Knot – It’s not
the size of the top knot
that matters!

• The fruit can develop slight
blemishes like discoloration,
scarring or spotting; this is
purely cosmetic and does not
impact the avor

• Loose- tting rind or soft
texture is very unique to
this piece of citrus and again
doesn’t impact the avor
in any way

2020 CAMPAIGN

CAMPAIGN LAUNCHES 1/15/20

DON’T CALL IT AN ORANGE
Sumo Citrus is many things, but
it is not an orange. First off, it’s
the tastiest citrus on the planet.
Originally from Japan, Sumo
Citrus has made its way to the
US to be grown by dedicated
experts who pamper the fruit
every year and make sure that
each Sumo Citrus meets the
highest standards imaginable.
For those in the know, January
is the event of the season, when
the legendary Sumo Citrus
makes its appearance and
diehard fans stock up until the
season is over. You won’t find

Sumo Citrus piled up next to the
orange bin, this is a fruit that
demands a section of its own.
In many ways, the experience
of eating a Sumo Citrus is the
opposite of eating an orange:
Seedless, juicy but with nomess, easy to peel, and it’s big
enough for a healthy snack that
keeps you satisfied. Really, the
only thing that’s orange about it
is the color.
Call it delicious, call it
enormous, but don’t call it an
orange.
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SUMOCITRUS.COM
For more information contact
press@sumocitrus.com

